
FILO, Excellence in Approach 

FILO, the international exhibition of yarns and fibres is presenting its 38th edition with two press conferences:

in Biella on the  25th June 2012 

and in  Milan on the 26th June 2012 

“Approach” is the leitmotif chosen for the 38th edition of FILO. In the second decade of the XXI Century, the 
“approach” of a fair cannot be without communications via the web with exhibitors and buyers.  “One of the 
novelties of this 38th edition of FILO is our internet website”, commented Carlotta Barbero. “Besides revising 
our graphics and images, we have decided to improve the contents," she continued. “The new website is 
captivating and direct. It is enough to go on  www.filo.it and right from the start it is possible to discover the 
simplicity of surfing by clicking on the areas of greatest interest. The surfing is animated through many direct  
photos  and some map references.  As  organizers  the  website  is  a  showcase,  but  above  all  a  working 
instrument and a means of sharing information with our exhibitors. We have also added all of the necessary 
indications to our visitors to facilitate their visit at our fair.”

From the concrete  side of the companies exhibiting their collections at the “Le Stelline Congress Center” in 
Milan on the 10th and 11th October, the news is good.  Paolo Monfermoso explains: “There is a continuation 
in the positive trend of the participation of the exhibitors which is in line with the previous editions both in  
number and in square metres. The positive note is also supported by the fact that the customer roster also 
includes exhibitors coming from various parts of the world. Like the preceding edition, we have noted the  
presence of some new exhibitors. These results are the fruit of an exhibition that has always been able to 
renew itself and be confirmed as a point of reference for the experts of the sector. All  of this happened 
thanks to the strong impulse of the experts of the sector who see the companies as the sole protagonists of 
the “two days in Milan”. This trend was also confirmed in the past editions by the visitors.”

These are signs of optimism for the spinning sector of products made in Italy,  which closed 2011 on a 
positive note with a 16.4% increase in turnover, a growth in domestic demand between sectors of 7.3% and 
an increase in exports of 11.2%.  These results however were obtained prevalently in the first nine months of 
the year and there is a certain degree of uncertainty on the future prospects, rendering an event like FILO of  
particular importance. 

Success on the international markets also depends on the quality of the yarns. For this reason FILO chooses 
only very high level products for its organization as well as the capability of companies to be creative and 
innovative. It is for this reason that for the 38th edition of FILO, the product proposals elaborated by Gianni 
Bologna are based on the concept of “Approach”.  Bologna explains, “to work at a compatible level with the  
production of industrially advanced  countries it is necessary to bear in mind some key words without which  
even the most brilliant creativity is stifled.  On the one hand there is care, attention to detail,  obsessive  
meticulousness and the component of love descending from the direct legacy of the traditional crafts. On the 
other hand there is technology, avant-garde, uniqueness, sophistication, a point in our favour, especially if  
combined with our tradition of creativity.”

The 38th edition of  FILO will be held on the 10th and 11th of October at the “Le Stelline” Congress Centre in 
Milan. 
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